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4 | Combining angular differential imaging and
accurate polarimetry with SPHERE-IRDIS
to characterize young giant exoplanets

Adapted from

R. G. van Holstein, F. Snik, J. H. Girard, J. de Boer, C. Ginski, C. U. Keller,
D. M. Stam, J.-L. Beuzit, D. Mouillet, M. Kasper, M. Langlois, A. Zurlo,

R. J. de Kok, and A. Vigan

Techniques and Instrumentation for Detection of Exoplanets VIII,
Proceedings of the SPIE, 10400, 1040015 (2017)

Young giant exoplanets emit infrared radiation that can be linearly polarized up to sev-
eral percent. This linear polarization can trace: 1) the presence of atmospheric cloud
and haze layers, 2) spatial structure, for example cloud bands and rotational flattening,
3) the spin axis orientation and 4) particle sizes and cloud top pressure. We introduce
a novel high-contrast imaging scheme that combines angular differential imaging (ADI)
and accurate near-infrared polarimetry to characterize self-luminous giant exoplanets. We
implemented this technique at VLT/SPHERE-IRDIS and developed the corresponding
observing strategies, the polarization calibration and the data-reduction approaches. The
combination of ADI and polarimetry is challenging, because the field rotation required for
ADI negatively affects the polarimetric performance. By combining ADI and polarimetry
we can characterize planets that can be directly imaged with a very high signal-to-noise
ratio. We use the IRDIS pupil-tracking mode and combine ADI and principal component
analysis to reduce speckle noise. We take advantage of IRDIS’ dual-beam polarimet-
ric mode to eliminate differential effects that severely limit the polarimetric sensitivity
(flat-fielding errors, differential aberrations and seeing), and thus further suppress speckle
noise. To correct for instrumental polarization effects, we apply a detailed Mueller matrix
model that describes the telescope and instrument and that has an absolute polarimetric
accuracy ≤0.1%. Using this technique we have observed the planets of HR 8799 and the
(substellar) companion PZ Tel B. Unfortunately, we do not detect a polarization signal in
a first analysis. We estimate preliminary 1σ upper limits on the degree of linear polar-
ization of ∼1% and ∼0.1% for the planets of HR 8799 and PZ Tel B, respectively. The
achieved sub-percent sensitivity and accuracy show that our technique has great promise
for characterizing exoplanets through direct-imaging polarimetry.
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4.1 Introduction
Direct imaging enables the characterization of the atmospheres of self-luminous, hot,
massive planets with photometry and spectroscopy. With these methods, the planets’
luminosity and atmospheric composition, structure and temperature can be constrained
(see e.g., Lafrenière et al., 2008; Ingraham et al., 2014; Chilcote et al., 2015; Macintosh
et al., 2015; Zurlo et al., 2016). Additional information on the composition and structure
of planetary (or substellar companion) atmospheres can be deduced with polarimetry.

Not only the starlight that an exoplanet reflects is expected to be linearly polarized
(Seager et al., 2000; Stam et al., 2004), but also the thermal emission of a planet (or
brown dwarf), as this radiation from inside the atmosphere will be scattered by cloud and
haze particles on its way up (Sengupta & Marley, 2010; de Kok et al., 2011; Stolker et al.,
2017). If the companion is spherically symmetric, polarization signals from different parts
on its surface will cancel each other and the integrated degree of linear polarization will be
zero (de Kok et al., 2011). Therefore, for a net polarization signal to arise in the thermally
emitted radiation, the companion must feature asymmetries such as equatorial flattening
due to rapid rotation, patchy clouds or spots in the atmosphere (de Kok et al., 2011), or
an obscuring moon (Sengupta & Marley, 2016) or a circumplanetary disk (Stolker et al.,
2017). The degree of linear polarization at near-infrared wavelengths of hot exoplanets
featuring such asymmetries is expected to be generally larger than 0.1% and could be up
to several percent in some cases (de Kok et al., 2011; Stolker et al., 2017).

Measurements of the polarized thermal emission of exoplanets could provide infor-
mation on the presence and patchiness of atmospheric clouds and hazes, the cloud top
pressure, spatial structure (the asymmetries mentioned above), and the surface gravity
and mass of the companion (de Kok et al., 2011; Marley & Sengupta, 2011). To disen-
tangle the various possible causes of the polarization, polarimetric follow-up observations
are needed. By determining the angle of linear polarization, the planet’s projected spin
axis could be constrained (de Kok et al., 2011). If the polarization signal is periodic, it
could indicate the presence of persistent storms, such as Jupiter’s Great Red Spot, and re-
veal atmospheric rotation rates. Finally, combining polarimetric measurements with flux
measurements could reveal atmospheric particle properties, such as albedo and size. The
information on the atmospheric composition and structure revealed through polarime-
try will significantly increase the accuracy of fitting atmospheric models based on known
spectra of field brown dwarfs and substellar companions to spectroscopic exoplanet obser-
vations, which currently results in errors of at least 10% (Ingraham et al., 2014; Chilcote
et al., 2015; Bonnefoy et al., 2016).

Near-infrared polarimetry has already been successfully performed for dozens of field
brown dwarfs, yielding degrees of linear polarization between 0.1 to 2.5% in the I-band
(Sengupta & Marley, 2010) and up to 0.8% in the Z- and J-bands (Miles-Páez et al.,
2013). For these field dwarfs, the polarization likely arises from patchy clouds. The po-
larization signals of exoplanets are expected to be stronger, because exoplanets have a
lower surface gravity, hence a stronger flattening for a given rotation rate, and a lower ef-
fective atmospheric temperature can yield stronger polarization signals for a given temper-
ature gradient (de Kok et al., 2011). With the recently comissioned high-contrast imaging
polarimeters SPHERE and GPI, detecting these polarization signals is now technically
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feasible. Measurements of the thermal polarization signals of the planets of HR 8799
have already been attempted with VLT/NACO by Juan Ovelar (2013) and recently of HD
19467 B with GPI by Jensen-Clem et al. (2016), but the contrasts attained were insuffi-
cient for a detection. The first direct measurement of exoplanetary polarization signals
has therefore yet to be performed.

SPHERE (Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet REsearch) is a high-contrast
imaging instrument employing extreme adaptive optics, stellar coronagraphs and three
imagers to directly image and characterize giant exoplanets orbiting nearby stars (Beuzit
et al., 2008). It is installed on the Nasmyth platform of UT3 of the Very Large Telescope
(VLT). One of the imagers, the InfraRed Dual-band Imager and Spectrograph (IRDIS;
Dohlen et al., 2008) is primarily designed for detecting hot young exoplanets. It also
has a dual-beam polarimetric mode that is mainly used for high-contrast imaging of cir-
cumstellar disks (Langlois et al., 2014; de Boer et al., 2020). Since IRDIS has detected
exoplanets with huge signal-to-noise ratio (S/N > 200 for some planets of HR 8799; Zurlo
et al., 2016), exoplanetary polarization signals could be detected for the first time with this
polarimetric mode. Because the expected polarization signals are at most a small fraction
(<1%) of the total thermal signal of a planet, we need to achieve a polarimetric sensitivity,
that is, the noise level in the degree of linear polarization, and an absolute polarimetric
accuracy, that is, the uncertainty in the measured polarization signal, of ∼0.1%.

In an attempt at measuring polarization signals of substellar companions, we have
observed the four young giant planets HR 8799 bcde (Marois et al., 2008, 2010) and
the (substellar) companion PZ Tel B (Biller et al., 2010; Mugrauer et al., 2010) with
SPHERE-IRDIS. The planets of HR 8799 could be polarized, because recent spectral
measurements have revealed sub-micron dust particles in their atmospheres (Bonnefoy
et al., 2016). In addition, temporal variations in near-infrared gaseous absorption features,
such as those of CH4, strongly suggest the presence of patchy clouds (Oppenheimer et al.,
2013). PZ Tel B is a very bright companion in an eccentric orbit seen edge-on (Ginski
et al., 2014; Maire et al., 2016). If its spin axis is perpendicular to its orbital plane,
polarization due to rotational flattening could be detected.

To achieve the required polarimetric sensitivity and accuracy, we combine angular dif-
ferential imaging (ADI; Marois et al., 2006) with IRDIS’ dual-beam polarimetric mode
(see Juan Ovelar, 2013) and correct for instrumental polarization effects with the de-
tailed Mueller matrix model described in Chapter 2. In comparison to the recent attempt
to measure near-infrared exoplanetary polarization with GPI (Jensen-Clem et al., 2016),
we observe longer time sequences to take full advantage of ADI and apply more ad-
vanced ADI and polarimetric demodulation techniques. In Sects. 4.2 and 4.3, we describe
the measurement technique and observations, respectively. Subsequently, we discuss the
data-reduction scheme we developed for the observations in Sect. 4.4. In Sect. 4.5 we then
present the results and in Sect. 4.6 we discuss the measurement technique and possible
improvements to the data-reduction. Finally, we present conclusions in Sect. 4.7.
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4.2 Measurement technique

The polarization signals of young giant exoplanets are expected to be a few tenths of a per-
cent to a percent of the total intensity of the planets. To detect these polarization signals,
we need to observe planets that can be directly imaged with a very high signal-to-noise
ratio. IRDIS uses a (non-polarizing) beamsplitter and a pair of polarizers with orthogonal
transmission axes to simultaneously create two adjacent images on the detector (Langlois
et al., 2014; de Boer et al., 2020). This dual-beam system allows us to perform beam
switching with the half wave plate (HWP) and to compute the Stokes parameters Q and
U from the double difference (see Sect. 4.4.2; Bagnulo et al., 2009), thereby eliminating
differential effects that severely limit polarimetric sensitivity, such as flat-fielding errors,
differential aberrations and seeing (see e.g., Canovas et al., 2011). To attain the high
contrast required for polarimetry of exoplanets, we observe in pupil-tracking mode and
construct both the total intensity and polarization images by combining ADI with prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA; Amara & Quanz, 2012; Soummer et al., 2012; Meshkat
et al., 2014) to significantly reduce speckle noise, the principle noise component. The
combination of ADI and polarimetry further suppresses speckle noise (especially at small
angular separations from the star), because stars, and therefore the speckles, are generally
unpolarized.

To accurately derive a planet’s polarization state from a measurement, it is paramount
to correct for instrumental polarization (IP) and cross-talk of the complete optical sys-
tem, that is, telescope and instrument. To this end, we use the Mueller matrix model for
VLT/SPHERE-IRDIS described in Chapter 2. This model has been validated by taking
measurements of an unpolarized standard star and with SPHERE’s internal source, reach-
ing an absolute polarimetric accuracy ≤0.1% in all broadband filters (Y-, J-, H- and Ks-
band; see Table 4.1). The polarimetric accuracy is particularly affected by the IP, which
can make unpolarized sources appear a few percent polarized when unaccounted for. With
the model, the IP can be subtracted more accurately than with regular IP-subtraction tech-
niques, because no assumptions on the stellar polarization are needed.

To enable the application of ADI + PCA, we have commissioned pupil-tracking for
IRDIS’ polarimetric mode. In this mode, the derotator (K-mirror) only compensates for
the altitude angle of the telescope, so that the pupil (and the quasi-static speckle pattern)
is kept fixed with respect to the detector, while the image (the planet) rotates with the
parallactic angle. Unfortunately we could not implement a new HWP rotation control
law to keep the polarization direction of the source fixed on the detector during pupil-
tracking1. Therefore Stokes Q and U are measured by performing beam switching with
the HWP relative to the vertical (perpendicular to the Nasmyth platform; STATIC mode)

1For this, the following HWP control law should be implemented:

θHWP = a +
1
2

(
−p + γ + ηpupil

)
(4.1)

with θHWP the HWP angle, a the altitude angle of the telescope, p the parallactic angle of the target, γ an offset of
the angle of linear polarization due to a user-defined HWP offset and ηpupil the fixed position angle offset of the
image to align the ‘spider mask’ with the diffraction pattern of the support structure of the telescope’s secondary
mirror (see below). Beam switching with the HWP (to measure Stokes Q and U) is performed relative to this
HWP angle. The HWP control law for field-tracking mode is described in Chapter 2.
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Table 4.1: Central wavelength and bandwidth of the broadband filters available for IRDIS
polarimetry (Wahhaj et al., 2017).

Filter Central wavelength (nm) Bandwidth (nm)

BB_Y 1042.5 139
BB_J 1257.5 197
BB_H 1625.5 291
BB_Ks 2181.3 313.5

with HWP switch angles 0◦ and 45◦ to measure Q, and 22.5◦ and 67.5◦ to measure U (a
so-called polarimetric or HWP cycle). The disadvantage is that the polarization direction
of the source rotates with the parallactic angle on the detector while tracking a target,
but this can readily be accounted for with the Mueller matrix model of Chapter 2. Pupil-
tracking with IRDIS’ polarimetric mode is officially offered since P100.

As described in Chapter 2 and de Boer et al. (2020), the derotator can produce very
strong cross-talk at specific derotator angles, resulting in severe loss of polarization signal.
For field-tracking observations, de Boer et al. (2020) recommend to apply an offset to the
derotator angle to prevent this signal loss. Such an offset cannot be applied in pupil-
tracking mode, because the support structure of the secondary mirror of the telescope
(the ‘spider’) will then not be aligned with a mask added to the Lyot stop (the ‘spider
mask’), resulting in (locally) much higher speckle noise. Fortunately, the polarimetric
efficiency, that is, the fraction of the linearly polarized light entering the system that is
actually measured, happens to be sufficiently high for a large range of altitude angles in
all broadband filters. Figure 4.1 shows the polarimetric efficiency in pupil-tracking mode
as a function of parallactic and altitude angle in H-band and is constructed using the
Mueller matrix model of Chapter 2. The efficiency is >80% for altitude angles between
20◦ and 75◦, but goes down to 64% for altitude angles larger than 75◦. The polarimetric
efficiency plots in Y-, J-, and Ks-band look similar, but with the minima at altitude angles
between 20◦ and 75◦ equal to 87%, 96% and 83%, respectively. At altitude angles larger
than 75◦, the minima are equal to 76%, 94% and 67%, respectively.

4.3 Observations

During the nights starting on October 10 and 12, 2016, we observed the four young giant
planets HR 8799 bcde and the (substellar) companion PZ Tel B with the measurement
technique described in Sect. 4.2. An overview of the observations is shown in Table 4.2.
PZ Tel was observed twice for almost 40 min during twilight using the broadband H-
and J-filters, while HR 8799 was observed twice for ∼2.5 h during nighttime in H-band.
All measurements were taken with the apodized pupil Lyot coronagraph ALC_YJH_S
(mask diameter = 185 mas). The first three observing sequences had good to medium
seeing conditions. However, the HR 8799 observations of 13-10-2016 are not considered
in this work, as the seeing and coherence time were very poor and the control loop of
the adaptive optics system opened many times. PZ Tel and HR 8799 were observed at
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Figure 4.1: Polarimetric efficiency of SPHERE-IRDIS in H-band as a function of paral-
lactic angle of the target and telescope altitude angle in pupil-tracking mode.

an average altitude angle of ∼57◦ (air mass ∼1.2) and ∼41◦ (air mass ∼1.5), respectively.
From Fig. 4.1, it follows that the polarimetric efficiency of the observations in H-band at
these altitude angles is always higher than ∼86%.

4.4 Data reduction
To explain the data-reduction, we will primarily discuss the reduction of the HR 8799
data of 11-10-2016 and only mention the details of the reduction of the PZ Tel datasets
that deviate from this first description. We prepare the raw frames by applying dark-
subtraction, flat-fielding and bad pixel filtering. Subsequently, we center the frames with
the four satellite spots of the star center frames (see Zurlo et al., 2016). From these pre-
pared frames, we create images of Stokes Q and U and the corresponding total intensity
images IQ and IU to determine the degree and angle of linear polarization of the planets.
We will now first describe the creation of the total intensity images.
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4.4.1 Construction of total-intensity IQ- and IU-images

To create the total intensity images, we start by adding the images of the simultaneously
recorded orthogonal polarization states on the left and right halves of the detector (single
sum images I+Q, I−Q, I+U and I−U) for all the prepared frames. After that, for each HWP
cycle, we compute the double sum, that is, the mean of the single sum images with HWP
switch angles 0◦ and 45◦ for IQ and 22.5◦ and 67.5◦ for IU . To show the sensitivity we
attain, we look at the contrast curve displayed in Fig. 4.2. The curves in this figure are
computed as the mean or 1× the standard deviation (1σ) over 1 pixel wide annuli centered
on the star, normalized with the maximum intensity of the star. The purple solid curve in
Fig. 4.2 shows the mean intensity profile of the coronagraphic stellar point spread function
(PSF) when we compute the mean of the cube of the IQ-frames. Comparing this curve to
the non-coronagraphic stellar PSF profile (top black solid curve) obtained from the flux
calibration image (see Zurlo et al., 2016) clearly demonstrates the effect of the adaptive
optics and coronagraph close to the star. The dark blue solid curve shows the standard
deviation (1σ) over the IQ-frames, which can be regarded as a measure of the speckle
noise. It follows that we can detect planet b from the double sum images, but that the
inner three planets remain hidden. Indeed, planet b is (marginally) visible in a single raw
frame.

To increase the contrast, we combine ADI with PCA using the software package Pyn-
Point (Amara & Quanz, 2012; Amara et al., 2015) to subtract 5 principle components
from the cubes of the IQ- and IU-frames separately. We then derotate the frames with
the parallactic angle and compute their mean to obtain the final IQ- and IU-images. The
resulting IQ-image is shown in Fig. 4.3 (left). The light blue solid curve in Fig. 4.2 shows
the standard deviation over this image and the four lower black solid curves show the PSF
profiles of the planets2. After applying ADI + PCA, the speckle noise is substantially
suppressed and all planets are clearly detected. This is also evident from Fig. 4.3 (left),
as all planets and the Airy rings surrounding planet b and c (and perhaps d) are clearly
visible.

For the reduction of the PZ Tel data, we do not perform ADI + PCA when creating the
total intensity images, because the parallactic rotation is limited (see Table 4.2). Instead
we derotate the double sum IQ- and IU-frames with the parallactic angle and compute
the mean of the cube of these derotated frames. The resulting IQ-image of the H-band
observations is displayed in Fig. 4.3 (right). The first Airy ring and the diffraction pattern
of the support structure of the telescope’s secondary mirror are clearly visible around the
companion. To suppress the halo of starlight, which shows radial symmetry, we subtract
180◦-rotated versions of the IQ- and IU-images from the originals. Remaining background
will be removed when computing the total intensity of the companion from apertures. The
contrast curve of the PZ Tel observations in H-band is shown in Fig. 4.4. The PSF profile
of the companion (lower solid black curve) is obtained from the halo-subtracted images.
The light blue solid curve in Fig. 4.4 shows that the companion is detected very clearly.

2The PSF profiles of the planets are not extracted from the final IQ-image, because we have not accounted
for the ADI self-subtraction, for example by injecting fake negative planets (Marois et al., 2010; Bonnefoy et al.,
2011; Zurlo et al., 2014). Instead, we obtained them by scaling the non-coronagraphic stellar PSF of the flux
calibration image with the planet contrasts reported in Zurlo et al. (2016).
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Figure 4.2: Contrast curve of the HR 8799 observations of 11-10-2016 in H-band showing
the effect of the various data-reduction steps.
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Figure 4.3: Left: Total intensity IQ-image of the planets of HR 8799 in H-band created
using ADI + PCA. Right: IQ-image of PZ Tel B in H-band (without ADI + PCA).
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Figure 4.4: Contrast curve of the PZ Tel observations of 10-10-2016 in H-band showing
the effect of the various data-reduction steps. The orange curve overlaps with the green
curve, because the average of the IP in Stokes Q happened to be zero.

4.4.2 Construction of Stokes Q- and U-images

In the contrast curve of the HR 8799 observations shown in Fig. 4.2, the tops of the plan-
ets’ PSF profiles (four lower black solid curves) are at a contrast of ∼10−5. If these plan-
ets are 1% polarized, their polarization signals will correspond to the four black dashed
curves. This clearly shows the challenge at hand: since the planets are expected to be
at most a few tenths of a percent to a percent polarized, we need to reach a contrast in
polarized light of at least 10−7. In the following we will present and justify the order of
data-reduction steps to construct the Stokes Q- and U-images. A flow diagram of the
data-reduction steps is shown in Fig. 4.5.

We start by computing the difference between the images of simultaneously recorded
orthogonal polarization states on the left and right halves of the detector (single difference
images Q+, Q−, U+ and U−) for all the prepared frames. For each HWP cycle, we then
compute the double difference, that is, half the difference between the single difference
images with HWP switch angles 0◦ and 45◦ for Q, and 22.5◦ and 67.5◦ for U. We choose
not to derotate the frames with the parallactic angle before computing the double differ-
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Figure 4.5: Flow diagram of the data-reduction steps to construct the images of Stokes Q
and U.

ence, because this way we most effectively remove the quasi-static speckles and the IP
downstream of the HWP, and suppress differential effects that limit the polarimetric sen-
sitivity, including flat-fielding errors. The disadvantage is that we create some spurious
polarization signal, because the planet positions have changed slightly between subse-
quent exposures. However, this rotation-induced signal cancels out when we integrate the
polarization signal over a sufficiently large aperture. The double difference frames show
a weak detector read-out artifact that has a continuous vertical band structure. Similarly
to de Boer et al. (2016), we remove this structure by subtracting, for every column of
pixels, the median value of the top and bottom 60 pixels. Since starlight shows little to no
polarization (in general), computing the double difference strongly suppresses the halo of
starlight. The green solid curve in Fig. 4.2 shows that we reach approximately the same
contrast as that attained using ADI + PCA on the total intensity images.

The IP created by SPHERE’s first mirror (M4) and the telescope are not removed by
computing the double difference, because they are located upstream of the HWP. There-
fore a residual stellar speckle halo is visible in all double difference frames as shown in
Fig. 4.6 (top left). To remove this residual speckle halo and correct the planets’ polar-
ization signals for the IP, we use the Mueller matrix model of Chapter 2 to describe the
contribution of the telescope and instrument for every measurement. With the model we
compute the IP for each double difference Q- or U-frame from the corresponding par-
allactic, telescope altitude, HWP and derotator angle. The IP predicted by the model is
shown in Fig. 4.7 (left). We remove the IP in the Q- and U-frames by scaling their cor-
responding double sum intensity IQ- and IU-frames with the predicted IP and subtracting
the result from the Q- and U-frames. The removed residual speckle halo in Fig. 4.6 (top
right) illustrates that this procedure effectively removes close to all IP from the Q- and
U-frames. As a result, the orange solid curve in Fig. 4.2 shows a significant increase in
contrast close to the star.
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Figure 4.6: Top left: Double difference Q-frame showing the instrumental polarization of
SPHERE’s first mirror (M4) and the telescope. Top right: Q-frame after removing the
IP by subtracting the corresponding IQ-frame scaled with the IP predicted by the Mueller
matrix model. Bottom left: Q-image after computing the mean of the cube of IP-corrected
Q-frames showing remaining structure. Note that the range of values is much smaller than
that in the frames at the top. Bottom right: Final Q-image after removing the structure by
subtracting three principle components and correcting for efficiency and cross-talk with
the Mueller matrix model.
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Figure 4.7: Left: Instrumental polarization predicted by the Mueller matrix model for each
double difference Q- or U-frame. Right: The four elements describing the transmission
(Qin → Q and Uin → U) and exchange between the polarization components (Uin → Q
and Qin → U) as predicted by the Mueller matrix model for each pair of Q- and U-frames.
Because we briefly interrupted the observing sequence to take calibration measurements,
there is a small discontinuity after the 40th HWP cycle in both plots.

When we compute the mean of the cubes of the IP-corrected Q- and U-frames, some
structure remains, as shown in Fig. 4.6 (bottom left). This structure likely arises because
the speckle field changes in time and the orthogonal polarization states are treated slightly
differently by the instrument. In addition, there might be some stellar and background
polarization or residual IP, because the Mueller matrix model has a finite accuracy. To
remove the structure, we apply ADI + PCA to the cubes of the IP-corrected Q- and U-
frames separately, subtracting three principle components for each. The ADI + PCA step
cannot be performed before removing the IP with the Mueller matrix model, because in
that case the IP will be partly removed with ADI + PCA and then over-subtracted with
the modeled IP value. Also, applying ADI + PCA alone would never suffice to remove
the IP at the planet position, because it cannot discriminate between planet signal and IP
and the planets are moving between exposures.

After performing ADI + PCA, we derotate the frames so that the images are aligned
with North up and the planets are at the same position in all frames. Since the HWP
control law for pupil-tracking has not yet been implemented (see Sect. 4.2), the polariza-
tion direction of the planets on the detector rotates between HWP cycles. In addition, the
cross-talk produced by the instrument (in particular by the derotator) results in a time-
varying transmission of and exchange between the polarization components Q and U. As
a result, the polarization signal of the planets is different in each pair of Q- and U-frames
and we cannot simply compute the mean of the cubes of the Q- and U-frames. To correct
for the rotation and the cross-talk, we use the Mueller matrix model to derive for each
pair of Q- and U-frames (each HWP cycle) two linear equations describing the measure-
ments. For every pixel, we solve these equations for the polarization signal incident on
the telescope (Qin and Uin). The four elements describing the transmission (Qin → Q and
Uin → U) and exchange between the polarization components (Uin → Q and Qin → U)
are plotted in Fig. 4.7 (right). Finally, we compute the mean of the cubes of the Qin- and
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Uin-frames to obtain the final Q and U-images incident on the telescope.
Figure 4.6 (bottom right) shows the final Q-image. The structure seen in Fig. 4.6

(bottom left) is clearly removed. The red solid curve in Fig. 4.2 shows that the final
contrast achieved is ∼10−7 at the position of the three inner planets and a bit better at
the position of planet b. As illustrated by the black dashed curves in Fig. 4.2, we should
be able to detect the polarization signals from the planets if they are 1% polarized. The
contrast reached is very close to the photon limit (purple dashed curve), that is computed
as the square root of the total intensity (solid purple curve). Applying ADI + PCA does
not increase the contrast in case of planet b, since it is at a large separation from the
star and not speckle noise limited. At the position of the three inner planets, applying
ADI + PCA has improved the contrast only by a factor of ∼2, because IRDIS’ dual-
beam polarimetric mode already substantially suppresses speckles and we have reached
the photon noise limit (i.e., the fundamental lower contrast limit for a given dataset). If
we would observe longer, the contrast will likely benefit more from ADI + PCA.

Reaching the contrast required to measure a ∼1% polarization signal of PZ Tel B in
the data sets of 10-10-2016 (H-band) and 12-10-2016 (J-band) is less challenging. In the
contrast curve of the H-band measurements of PZ Tel shown in Fig. 4.4, the top of the
companion’s PSF profile (lower black solid curve) is at a contrast of ∼6 · 10−3. Hence to
measure a 1% polarized signal (black dashed curve), the contrast required is ∼300 times
lower than for the inner three planets around HR 8799.

To create the Q- and U-images of the PZ Tel data, we omit the ADI + PCA step
and instead derotate the frames after correcting the IP with the model. The solid orange
curve in Fig. 4.4 shows that we achieve a contrast of ∼3 · 10−7 at the position of the
companion, also close to the photon limit. This contrast is sufficient to detect polarization
signals <0.1%. Note that because the average of the IP in Stokes Q happened to be zero,
the contrast curves with IP (solid green curve) and without IP (solid orange curve) are
overlapping in Fig. 4.4.

4.5 Results
The final Stokes Q-images of the H-band observations of HR 8799 and PZ Tel are shown
in Figs. 4.8 (left) and 4.8 (right), respectively. By visual inspection, we do not detect a
polarization signal for any of the companions in our measurements. Based on the contrasts
achieved in Stokes Q (see Figs. 4.2 and 4.4) and U, we estimate preliminary 1σ upper
limits on the degree of linear polarization of ∼1% and ∼0.1% for the planets of HR 8799
(H-band) and PZ Tel B (H- and J-band), respectively. The upper limits on the polarization
of PZ Tel B would be lower based on the contrast curves alone, but is limited by the
accuracy of the Mueller matrix model. As we will make a few improvements to the data-
reduction (see Sect. 4.6), we leave the accurate determination of the polarization signals
or upper limits and the interpretation of these results for future work.
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Figure 4.8: Final Stokes Q-images of the observations of HR 8799 (left) and PZ Tel (right)
in H-band. By visual inspection, no polarization signals are detected.

4.6 Discussion

Although we have not detected a polarization signal, our technique of combining ADI and
accurate polarimetry shows that it is possible to measure realistic polarization degrees for
planetary and brown dwarf companions. While for PZ Tel B we have reached a suffi-
ciently high contrast to detect a polarization signal of a few tenths of a percent, we would
need to observe the planets of HR 8799 for several nights at good seeing conditions to
detect such a signal. To detect polarization signals of (substellar) companions without re-
quiring an excessive amount of observing time (maximum ∼2.5 hr), several criteria need
to be kept in mind. We would in general need (approximate numbers for the criteria are
given in parentheses):

• a brighter companion in absolute terms (H-band apparent magnitude of ∼16 or
brighter)

• a lower companion-to-star contrast (H-band magnitude difference of at most ∼9)

• a larger separation from the central star (at least 0.6”)

• good seeing conditions (seeing ∼0.6′′ and coherence time ∼4 ms)

• a brighter central star for good adaptive optics performance (R-band magnitude of
∼11 or brighter)

The first two criteria are connected: if a companion is brighter in absolute terms, a higher
companion-to-star contrast is acceptable and vice versa. When taking all these criteria
into account, only a few dozen known targets are feasible. To increase the chance of a
detection, we should observe targets that are more likely to be polarized (see Stolker et al.,
2017). Examples are companions with evidence for dust, hazes or patchy clouds in their
atmospheres, companions that are known to rotate rapidly or that have the same spectral
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type and temperature as field brown dwarfs that are known to rotate rapidly (see Miles-
Páez et al., 2013), companions with low surface gravities in orbits seen edge-on (higher
polarization signal if rotationally flattened; de Kok et al., 2011; Stolker et al., 2017) or
companions that show evidence for accretion.

Since IRDIS’ polarimetric mode alone (without ADI) is already so powerful for the
detection of companion polarization signals, one might think to prefer the simpler field-
tracking mode over the pupil-tracking mode. However, for close-in and/or relatively faint
planets such as the planets of HR 8799, accurate determination of their total intensity
(which is required to compute the degree of linear polarization) is not possible in field-
tracking mode, because the PSF of the star washes out that of the planets. Pupil-tracking
observations on the other hand allow the application of advanced ADI techniques (e.g.,
PCA) to effectively remove the halo of starlight and accurately determine the total in-
tensity. In addition, pupil-tracking mode enables the use of the spider mask, so that the
speckle noise due to the support structure of the telescope’s secondary mirror is sup-
pressed. Also, because the speckles are quasi-static in pupil-tracking mode, these speck-
les and the IP downstream of the HWP are more effectively removed when computing the
double difference. For long observations, applying ADI + PCA on the Q- and U-frames
can possibly yield a large increase in sensitivity. Finally, since the planet moves over the
detector during an observing sequence, flat-fielding errors are averaged out and the effect
of an inconveniently located bad pixel will be limited (dithering is not yet implemented
for IRDIS polarimetry).

When performing polarimetric measurements in pupil-tracking, one should consider
the effect of the parallactic rotation. More parallactic rotation will be beneficial to the ADI
performance and the suppression of flat-fielding errors. However, when the parallactic
rotation is fast, more spurious polarization signal will be created and the accuracy of the
measured angle of linear polarization will diminish, because the polarization direction
rotates during a single exposure with the current rotation law of the HWP (see Sect. 4.2).
To limit these effects, one could avoid observing at the meridian or keep the exposure
time and the duration of the HWP cycles short.

Before accurately computing (upper limits on) the polarization signals of the compan-
ions, we will make a few improvements to the data-reduction. Firstly, we will improve
the centering of the frames. The position of the central star obtained from the star center
frames differs by approximately half a pixel between the start and the end of the HR 8799
observations. To account for this drift, we can interpolate between the start and end coor-
dinates of the central star and center the science frames with the interpolated coordinates.
After that, we can further improve the centering by cross-correlating the frames. For the
ADI + PCA data-reduction step, different PCA algorithms can be tried out. Most impor-
tantly, we will account for the self-subtraction of ADI + PCA, for example by using the
method of fake negative planets (Marois et al., 2010; Bonnefoy et al., 2011; Zurlo et al.,
2014). Alternatively, we could use the PCA code by Meshkat et al. (2014) to construct
for each frame to be reduced a separate stellar PSF model from only those frames where
the companion PSF does not overlap with the companion PSF in the to-be-reduced frame
(see Juan Ovelar, 2013). Finally, we will attempt to reduce the noise in our final images
by applying a matched filter, similarly to Juan Ovelar (2013). When these improvements
have been implemented, we will determine the degree and angle of linear polarization
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of the companions by performing aperture photometry on the final IQ-, IU-, Q- and U-
frames. In case of a non-detection, we will determine upper limits on the polarization by
estimating the random noise in the images.

4.7 Conclusions
We have introduced a novel high-contrast imaging scheme that combines angular differen-
tial imaging (ADI) and accurate near-infrared polarimetry to characterize self-luminous
giant exoplanets. The combination of ADI and polarimetry is challenging, because the
field rotation required for ADI negatively affects the polarimetric performance. By com-
bining ADI and polarimetry we can characterize planets that can be directly imaged with
a very high signal-to-noise ratio. We use the IRDIS pupil-tracking mode and combine
ADI and principal component analysis to reduce speckle noise. We take advantage of
IRDIS’ dual-beam polarimetric mode to eliminate differential effects that severely limit
the polarimetric sensitivity (flat-fielding errors, differential aberrations and seeing), and
thus further suppress speckle noise. To correct for instrumental polarization effects, we
apply a detailed Mueller matrix model that describes the telescope and instrument and that
has an absolute polarimetric accuracy ≤0.1%. As the technique is still in development,
further improvements will be made in future work.

With our observing technique, we have observed the planets of HR 8799 and the
(substellar) companion PZ Tel B. Even though by visual inspection we do not detect a
polarization signal, we reach a contrast of ∼10−7, close to the photon noise limit. Based
on the contrast achieved, we estimate a preliminary 1σ upper limit on the degree of linear
polarization of PZ Tel B equal to ∼0.1% in H- and J-band. The planets of HR 8799 are
much fainter however, and we estimate an upper limit of ∼1% on their degrees of linear
polarization in H-band. We leave the accurate determination of the polarization signals
or upper limits and the interpretation of these results for future work. The achieved sub-
percent sensitivity and accuracy show that our technique has great promise to characterize
exoplanets through direct-imaging polarimetry.
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